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Air Fon:e bese West Thundll'f,
in honor of th• Fed•rsl
Women'S Week. The te•m of
fliers . , known , . the Thunderblnls.
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Cl:langing ·With the Times · .

The_· Community College Concept
larg'"e·r number o'f h1'gh school
graduates in the state has
established the need for another
quoted a UNM official as saying .type of community college. The
·the pressing need for a community community
college
concept
or junior· college in· New Mexico changed with the times.
Albuquerqueans ha\'e been
had been .solved with the approval·
f t he U mversity College.
o
asking
for a commu·nity college to
· T
he University College was fill ·the gap between UNM,
esJablished as an administrative primarily an academic and res·earch
office that would handle all of the oriented institution, and AlbuquerUnivhersity's incoming freshmen. que Technical-Vocational Institute
Fr~s men' would have two years to (T-VI) which focuses oil "technical
. choose a field of interest and pursue training. ·
that field in the corresponding . . A little more thari two years ago,
school. .
UNM began planning a community
. Twenty years later, pressure from . college that would function as a
th~ Albuquerque community and a branch of the Uniyersity. The
NEWS·ANALY.SIS
By D.M. FLYNN
On Nov. I, 19S6, the LOBO

Athl.etic Tic·kets ·Like
M-oney in the Bank
· The sale of advertising rights on the back of UNM basketball and footban tickets netted the athletic dept. $2,000 this year, said Ike Singer,
assistant director of athletics. .
, This year Ken Schultz BuicJc-Opel-dMC bid highest, topping the $1 ;700
bid of Nino's Bosque Farms Home Center.
''We are working towar.d advertising paying the full price of printing the
ticket~," Singer said. ''Sorne schools receive $10,00~ from advertisers.
University of Utah tickets have advertising by McDonalds.
·
''Many schools do this,'' he said. "Some schools receive bids which
cover the entire cost of printing the tickets." Last year the UNM football
an(J bask;etball ticket printing cost was $8,000 Singer said.
_
' · · The bids are offered each year to potential advertisers. Potential advertisers are those ~ho have supported athletics with donations or these
who have indicated support. Three years ago; Sin get said, the1lthletic dept.
.offered the advertising through the University purchasing office but
received no bids. "We convinced Nino Trujillo to buy the advertising· for
'$1, 700,'' Singer said. ''The next year he renewed thecontr~cL'' Singer said
the re.ason Truillo did not renew the contract this year· was that he was
outbi& by Ken Schultz,
AtUNM games, half time announcements are made for the ticket advertisers, then drawings are made tO raffle off prizes. All tickets..sold by
that" time are collected and two are drawn for the prizes.

· · 1 p1anmng
·
· to
ongma
then. gave way
what has been called the governor's
plan.
The governor's plan is not actually the brainchild of Jerry
A po d aca, b ut the result of a
, tas k force investigating
governors
h
bl
t epro em.Thesolutionproposed
by the task force was to combineTVI an d the University of Albuquer·
h
que mto
t e community college
. structure.
Since the original planning by
UNM officials, several amendments and changes have been made,
but the University's philosophy has
remained basically the same.
Last August, UNM released a
position statement which traced its.
,Philosophy as wen as the philophy
of academics dating back to Greece
/
.
and Rome.
''America's special contribution
to the idea of the university is twofold:· the broadening ofthe clientele
to be served tq-include· everyone
prepared for and Wishing to pUr§ue
education at the postsecondary
level, and the addition of a public
service role based on the education
I research I scholarship roles
common to institutions anywhere in
the world deserving the title
'university', " the paper stated.
It is the first contribution
.mentioned that refers to the idea of
a community college. That is the
inclusion of everyone. who desires
instruction beyond the high school
level.
UNM transmits and develops
knowledge and is equipped to train
and educate students to the highest
levels of the professional world, the
paper says. On the other hand, a
technical school such as 1'- VI trans.mits knowledge in very restricted
areas.

The gap, many feel, can be filled . A Chamber of Commerce sub·by a community college which will committee proposed what they
prepare students in technical· train- called plan "A plus." Under this
ing, for immediate entry into the plan the community college would
job market, as well as preparing be an independent institution run
students for entry into a college or by a governance board of seven
·
·
members.
umvemty.
UNM and the U. of A. would
The need for a community
college has been established almost each have one representative; the
unilaterally by UNM, T-VI and the ot· her five would come from the T·
busmess
community. But contro- VI governance board a.Iready in
versy has risen as to how the in- existence.
stitution,should be set up and who
(cont. on paga 3)
should run it.
.

c0 m ffl /ttee
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.Meter .Money Increase
By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO Staff Writer
The parking subcommittee of the Campus Planning Committee is expected to recommend increased metered parking (or Maxwell Museum
patrons at the next planning committee meeting in the first' week of
November.
The subcommittee at its Thursday morning meeting decided to
recommend relocation of five of six doubled-headed meter poles from the
B-zone parking lot south of Maxwell Museum to the E-ione lot west of the .
museum. There are now nine meters for the use of museum patrons in the
west E-zorte lot.
The Sll~committee recommended the sixth meter pole be relocated by
parking services.
The subcommittee is also expected to recommend that parking at the
west-si~e loading zone of the museum be increased from ~0 to ?O minutes
to prov1de better access for museum personnel.
the recommendations were made in response to a request from .1 erry J.
Brody, director of Maxwe1I Museum who said.parking was difficult to find
for museum patrons and personnel.
.
. _,_
The subcommittee did not p·ass another motion to paint all meter poles
in the E-zone parking lot west of the museum With the words, ''Maxwell
·
·
Museum Patrons."
In other action the subcommittee passed a motion urging "the absolute
need of acquiring immediately the house at 612 r!niversity Blvd. NE to
provide additional parking in the crili.cal E-zone." The house is being used
as a rental property by a private owner. ·
(cont. on page 31
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Senate Olcays Bill to Reva17Jp Funding

Releasing Hostages

Suicide ·End~ Hijack

ATLANTA (UPI) - A bank
bandit suspect hijacked a Frontier
airlines jet in Nebraska Thursday,
force(! it to fly to Atlanta in a bid to
free his homosexual lover from
prison, then committed suicide
after freeing all of his 15 hostages
safely.
The hijacker identified as
Thomas Michael Hannan, 29, of
Grand Island, Ncb. had given
authorities until 5 p.m. EDT to free
his lover, George David Stewart,
and provide them with $3 million,
guns and two parachutes.
When the 5 p.m. deadline passed
without incident, Hannan started to
waver. "I want Stewart out of jail.

New Mexico
DATLYl,QBO
Vol. 82

By ROBERT R. ~EE
LOBO Staff Wnter
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday
unanimously passed a bill changing
senate appropriations procedures.
ASUNM President Tom Williams
said that he will veto the bill.
All 17 senators attended the
meeting.
The bill, written by the Finance
Committee, would prohibit the
senate from appropriating any
money before the fourth week .of
each semester. The bill does permit
appropriations d11ring the summer
for "certain necessary programs."
In addition, the bill would prohi bit the senate from hearing apprqpriations requests that were not
previously submitted to the senate
durinp; the annual budget hearings

381401

I want him to come to !his plane so during a security checl<; at Grand

I can talk with to him ... and the Island Airport and then com~
stewardesses can leave," he said .
"I want $3 million and ammunition ..• I want to see him
(Stewart) and talk with him."
· FBI spokesman Don Cochran
was quick to seize on .Hannan's
·
change of mood.
"If you want to see Stewart, we
can arrange that. Just Jay down
your gun," Cochran told hrrn.
Shortly thereafter, Stewart, who
had been held in an Atlanta jail for
a bank robbery that he and Hannan
allegedly committed last month,
was then flown to the air strip by
helicopter.
Shortly thereafter, the stewar·
desses were set free.
Officials said Hannan pulled a
sawed-off shotgun from a bag

No. 43

'the New Mexl1·o Dally J.ofJo Is publl5hcd
Mo"rnluy through J~rfdny l!Vcry rcgulur week
of the UJ!IVN!>ity Yl'llt aud Wt!ckly during lh<l
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St•('(llld d1L~S poslPKll puld Ill Allmqucrquc,
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$10.00 for tlw 'll'Udl'mic year,
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Mexico.

Bv United Pre~ International

mandeered the jet with 30
passengers and crew of four.
.
Lyle Wurtz, a high school friend
of Hannan's who happened to be
aboard the flight, talked Hannan
·into releasing the women and
children who were aboard after the
plane made a fueling stop at Kansas
City.
The hijacker, who also askect for
two machine guns and two. 445
pistols, continued to hold II
passengers, plus a crew of 4, to
back up his demands. Most of the
hostages are from Nebraska.
· The plane, piloted by Capt. E.J.
Curtis, a veteran of 26 years with
the airline, landed in Atlanta at
12:02 p.m. EDT, and tax.ied to a
point about a quarter of'. a mile
from a cargo terminal, where police
hact set up their headquarters.
Then began hours of negotiation
that at limes seemed to go in a
circle.
The FBI negotiator, consistently
referring to Hamman as "Mike,"
tried to determine what the hijacker
would do if Stewart refused to
accorn pany him.
·
The agent also asked Hannan
whether he wanted to talk with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.T.
Hannan, who were being flown
from Grand Island to Atlanta.

Helm~ Future Kept Secret
WASHINGTON- Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell said Thrusday he has
made ·a decision on· whether to prosecute. former CIA Director
Richard Helms but will keep it secret while seeking President Carter's
approval.
Bell said he ]lad discussed the case with Ca<ter "only in a general
way" and wanted to give the President more details, including
possible security risks that could arise in a prosecution.
The Justice Dept. has been looking into al.legations that Helms lied
in testimony before a congressional panel investiagation the CIA and
it also checked whether the CIA under Helms' direction tried to
subvert the Marxist regime of Chilean President Salvador Allende.

University College

I

·Sis to Expose Brother Billy

'

'

r

l

LITTLE ROCK - Ruth Carter Stapleton, .Evangelist sister of
President Carter, says she is writing a book about brother Billy that
will "blow his image.''
"I'm the only one who really knows Billy," she said. "He's one of
the most loving and totally giving persons I know.'' She said her beerdrinking brother had asked her to stop talking '.'riice" about him
because it was ruining his image.
Mrs. Stapleton, of Fayetteville, NC., said Wednesday whenever she
has a problem, she goes to Billy Carter "of all the people in the
World.''
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Naming. Names
Denied Witness
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
former Korean CIA agent testified
Thursday that he was told a top
Ford White House official was
involved in Korea's Washington
payoff operation, but House Ethics
Counsel Leon Jaworski stoppe!i the
witness from naming the man.
At a dramatic moment in the.
sec.ond day of congressional
testimony by former agent Kim
Sang Teun, Jaworski ruled that the
House Ethics Committee has no
brief to go after anyone but
members of. Congress.
The reference to a Ford Whit~
House aide came during the second
day of ethics panel hearings into
alleged Korean bribery schemes.
Rep. Bruce Caputo, R-N.Y., was
questioning Kim on his no-names
allegations that "an assistant to the
President,". "a high official of
Congress," and "a senator" may
have been somehow involved in the
scandal.
Kim.
a
defected
KCIA
Washington agent who says he was

I lfj;t'Jll) To 'TREAT YA ..
etJT AU. I GOT IS lliRee
PfNNIES AND A FROG!

~.

l'
l

a go-between in the payoff "
operation, had testified that he
heard about those three officials in
1975·frorn Hancho Kim, a Koreanborn Washington businessman
indicted as a paymaster in the
Capitol Hill lobbying effort.
Although the committee has
instructed witnesses not to mention
the names of anyone they accuse of
wrongdoing, Caputo asked whether
Rancho Kim had disclosed the
identity of the presidential
assistant.
"It took place when President
Ford was in the White House,"
Kim Sang Tuen replied.
Caputo then stated that Ford had
had only one aide with the exact
title "assistant to the President" the title mentioned in the agent's
questioning - and asked Kim if he
knew who that aide was.
Before he could respond,
Committee Chairman John Flynt,
D-GA., intervened and asked
Jaworski, the panel's special
counsel, to rule on whether that
question should be answered.
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'Pull one over'
The Fail Trend Shop sweater collection is
here and ready to excite you with cables
patchworks, rib knits, jacquards, in shetlands;
wool blends, cotton blends and acrylic
splashed with the newest fail colors and de·
signs. The Trends Shops most luxuriant
~wealer collections yet. Charge your selec"
!ton on your Strombergs Charge, Master
Charge or BankAmericard. Open Mon.·Fri.
10·unlil 9, Sat. 10 until6, Sunday 12 until5.

Pillow Furniture by-

The SOFA BLOCK

9?a6 @{Alt.Uf!ue!trtue

Trend Shops Sweaters from $16 to $60

@j~in? fYtecefdion

fJJttdwyJ @ctol#n 23
-1:00-5:00 fJ1. ..At.
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DeskS ........................ 189
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.................. from$199

Love Seals • , ••• , ., •••••••••• , 149

ArrnC:halrs., ... , .... ,, ••••••• 99
CotreeT<ible9 ••••••• , •• t.,,., 69
Dining Tables ••.• ., ............ 139

'

.. , ~.1. . ~ .__.

Trend·Shops

~

Out furniture ls hand mada in Albuquerque at Cut plant to "your spe<;lflc:atlons. We have lhleo col<ll's of hana

(across from Popejoy Hall)

rubbed oil finish to chooso II'Om, plus doianS of fabrics to lit your taste. Please- slop by our store soon 11nd
take advantage of our excellent· GRAND OP~Nit<.IG pti~s.

·:.·.::utaZIBl

Winrock Shopping Center and MontgOrner)' Plaza Mall

255·12lS

· 4001 Central N.E.

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off,, Am. D.O. Corp.
@Copyright 1974, Am. O.Q. to.rp.
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Mon.-· Fri.
All Drinks

(cont. from page 1)

•

University Dairy Queen

SpecialS

The subcommittee also recommended five free J-parking permits be
given to the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity this year only. Pending revisions
of the parking police the subcommittee recommended that next year five Jparking permits be reserved for purchase by ~he fraternity.
On-street parking next to the fraternity on Yale Blvd. from Lomas Blvd.
to Las Lomas Rd. was removed by the city in Aug. 1977 because of
congestion from traffic and pedestrians and parked cars.

witIt
A juicy BRAZIER DOG and a triple thick sh~ke make
a scrumpdillyishus team any time! Especially
now when you get a ·sRAZI ER DOG for
25 r/. Offer good Thursday and Friday at
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by fees paid by full time underIn other business, the senate prevcnte<l any incumbent or newlygraduates. Full time undergraduate unanimously passed a resolution elected senator next semester from
enrollment figures are not available asking the UNM administration to taking a class which would cause
until the 21st day of each semester.
conduct a study this semester that person to miss senate meetings.
Williams said Wednesday that he comparing wages paid University
The senate also voted to place on
would veto the bill because "some office workers with those receiv<!d the Nov. 2 ASUNM generalof the wording in the bill is not in the public sector."
.
election ballot a proposed consUtuclear, and it will be hard for
The senate reJected a p1ece of tional amendment dealing with
students who are working with internal legislation, .sponsored by vacancies on the senate.
(ASUNM) organizations to follow Sen. Tom Fisher, wh1ch would have
the law."
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Also, Williams said, ''There are
times during the firstfour weeks of
school when some organizations
need money." Williams cited the
Homecoming and Lobby. Com·
rnittees as "good examples" of
groups "that needed money before
or during the first week of school
this year."
"And the specific issues of
spending projected revenes,"
Williams. said, "and of organizations that don't go through the
budget hearings getting appropria·
tions are two separate issues, and I
don't think they should be ad·
dressed in the same bill."
Williams emphasized that he
agreed with the intent of the bill,
but added that he didn't think
Tltis lVeel~:
"enough time or work went into it.
He said, "the bill has far-reaching
ramifications, and I don't thh1k we
l'loou l"ic
can solve ASUNM's financial
naucc Band
problems with this bill right now."
Williams had appeared before
the senate Wednesday asking the
senate to delay final action on the
bill. Williams told the senate that
the committee he appointed to
study ASUNM's financial problems
is working on a constitutional
amendment which he said would be
A fine Drinkin_g Establishment.
more effective in accomplishing the
intent of the Finance Committee
_bill.

petition would be present il the m·
stitution were to be established outUNM would also be reimbursed side the jurisdiction of the
for the incoming freshmen that
University.
would be lost to the community
"In terms of the future, the
college. But that would require Albuquerque area would not be
special legislation.
asked to divide its loyalty and
Provost MacAllister Hull and support between state institutions,
other UNM officials have argued but could unite in support of a
that it would be much simpler if the single, multi-missioned institution
proposed college were placed under dedicated to excellence at all
the auspices of the Uniwrsity. levels," the University said. last
"Society's need for the specialized
week.
school is optimally served by
Hudson also sa[d UNM has acted
associating it directly with a disintersted when presented with
university," UNM stated.
the opportunity to establish a two·
Since the accreditation of an in- year technically oriented program.
dependently run institution could Furthermore, UNM faculty and
pose problems, UNM says that a staff would not be interested in
branch arrangement would carry what the community college would
the University's existing accredit- be doing, he said.
ation. The Chamber says the
"Sandia Labs has been trying for
college could have the U. of A.'s
the past two years to have UNM
accreditation under an agreement develop a two-year program in
with that university.
electrical engineering but the Uni·
A community college operating versity has not shown any interest,"
under UNM would be "attractive
Hudson said.
to students' from throughout New
UNM, however, said it "has not
Mexico ... and not just Albuquer·
chosen to emphasize research and
que area students," the University scholarship at the expense of other•
said.
' university roles ... it has not
As a branch, the community colemphasized education at the highest
lege would have no problem in
levels at the expense of the lower
transfering students and credits to
levels•.. it has not chosen to be
the University, and minimal
elitist."
legisl:!tion would be needed to
Arguments on all sides of the
establish the college.
question have been aired but no
Hudson, who is also the chairfinal results on paper. The Univerman of the Chamber's subsity still has to meet with the T-Vl
committee on education, has
governance board, and all factions
argued against the branch arrangeare planning to a final plan ready to
ment despite the feelings of UNM
present to the State Legislature by
administrators.
the 'next session which begins in
''Educators in Albuquerque
January.
know a community college funcUNM may be pushing the branch
tions best when it is independently
campus concept, however, if the
run," he said. UNM also fears that
Chamber's plan is introduced in
I 0 years from now it will be
Santa Fe. UNM lobbyist Bill Weeks
competing for funds with an insaid if that is the case, "I think
dependent community college, he
we'll have to cross that bridge when
said.
we come to it.
UNM expressed that some com·

#nt~
~ceuuht
/!Jllwtorroftlty by. $olm,.:44wz?o
f!J~WAtJcolo't
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(com. from page 11

JOHANNESBURG South Africa- Donald Woods, outspoken
White editor who wa~ "banned" Wednesday in the South African
government's massive crackdown. against all opposition, will be
barred from working as an editor for the next five years.
Details of the order were released Thursday when Woods, who runs
The East London Daily Dispatch, arrived back horne from J ohan·
nesburg after an overnight, 750-mile drive in a police car.
Woods was arrested an hour before his scheduled departure for the
United States for a meeting with Secretary of State Cyrus Vance.
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Editor Gets Five- Year Gag

Thursday
And Friday
'
. October 20·21
.

held in February.
Now, the senate may appropriate
money at any time after the student
body has approved the budget (as a
referendum, in April). And, the
senate has the option to consider
appropriations requests · not
previously submitted during the
budget hearings.
Sen. Eric Lucero, one of the bill's
sponsors, said the purpose of the.
bill was to eliminate the process of
approprhiting funds based on
estimates of how much money the
senate has.
Lucero said the bill would pro·
hibit the senate from spending
money each semester until full time
enrollment figures are available
from the New Mexico Union
Busi,ness Office. ASUNM is funded
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LOBO editorial phone 277·5656

LOBO Editorial Stair:
Editor·in·chiet llm Gallagher
Managing EditOr: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor. Dolores Wood

Asst. News Editor. O.M. Flynn
Photo Editor. Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
· Arts Editor: George Gesner

Copy Editor~:.: Koren Wal$:ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned ~ltorlal~ rep~esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters ·represont the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
,,
LEITERS: Letters to the edltor must be typed, and tdgned with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words although exceptions will be made Jt the, topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author wlll be printed and names will not be withheld.
'
OPINIONS:. Opinions must by typed and signed with tl1e author's name, signature ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 \fJords, Only the n'arne
of author will be printed and names" wilt not be withheld.
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO •nd will be edited
onfy for length or possibly Hbelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be con·
t.acted to discuss changes.
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"Man With the Power, George-

T.V. Movies

0

Hamilton II :30 p.m. ch. 4.
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by Tim Gallagher ·
If the UNM football team doesn't win four of its last six games, it will
not only disappoint UNM head coach Bill Mandt, it might very well cost
him his job.
Despite the rumblings in the press and Lobo Boosters Club lately that
the Lobos' 2·4 start indicates UNM should revamp its coaching staff,
UNM Athi~Jtic Director Lavon McDonald and UNM President William
Davis both say they back Mondt and his staff "100 percent."
And Mandt, although he appears a little nervous, says he's not
worried about the criticism, ''We're concentrating on winning football
games."
NO MATIER HOW MUCH, McDonald and Davis support, and
Mandt ignores, Mandt's future is always close to the lips of everyone
connected with UN M athletics •• from the Regents to the fans. And
Mandt, McDonald and the team's record are far from silent.
To me, Mandt appears to be the victim of circumstances.
.
UNM opened with four consecutive road games this year, but to
make things worse, four out of those first five games were against
teams which were ranked in the top 20 of the wire service polls.
No one was surprised when UNM limped in with a 1·4 record after
those first five games. But what was surprising was the 216·99 margin
by which the opponents outscored the Lobos. Included in the four
losses were 35-point drubbings by Texas Tech, Colorado and Brigham
Young and a 21-point thrashing by Arizona State. UNM's narrow win
over Wichita State last Saturday doused the losing streak, but only
fueled the argument that the coaches had to go.
WITH SIX GAMES remaining against mostly weaker opponents,
and a 2·4 record, UN M has a decent shot at a winning season, and that,
McDonald says indirectly, may decide whether Bill Mandt has the head
coaching job next year.
McDonald said Mandt has a three-year contract that the Athletic
Dept. calls, "essentially a one-year contract with conditions, renewable
for three years." At the end of each season, McDonald said, Mandt's
performance is evaluated to see "if the program is what we think it
should be," and that is the key phrase.
tf the program isn't meeting expectations, then McDonald and the
Athletic council can recommend to Davis that Mandt be either fired or
given another position with a negotiable salary, McDonald says.
MCDONALD SAYS, "What we think it (the performance) should
be" is a very difficult phrase to define and "I hate to get into a numbers
game." He adds, "We, always expect a winning season, but we haven't
tied any numbers to Coach Mandt. It's kind of difficult to evaluate this
season with the kind of schedule we've had." McDonald also said this
season's schedule was drawn up about seven years ago, and Mandt
made only one change, dropping San Diego State for Big-Eight power
Colorado
Mandt also said that he thought "what we think it should be" means
a winning record, but ''over a period of time."
And Mandt said he thought the Lobos would have a winning season
this year. "I'll be very disappointed if we don't win more games than
we lose."
MONDT WOULDN'T SAY what he would do if the Lobos did not
finish the season with a winning record citing a great number of in·
tangibles.
"But I will say that my own personal evaluation of how I'm doing is a
lot more important to me than the record." he said. "Everyone here,
the coaches and the players, are doing their best and there's nothing
more I can ask. I don't worry about things I can't control."
Mandt said that the publicity about his future with UNM had not
adversely affected his team. "We lost four games in a row and that's
what's important to these guys. It's tough to lose and be criticized in
public, but these kids have really hung together."
There's a lot of talk and conjecture on the topic of Bill Mandt's future
as head coach, but most of the burden will lie with McDonald who
wields strong influence over the recommendations of the Athletic
Council. And McDonald hit the nail on the head.
"People expect a winner," he said.
AND THAT IS a sad comment on today' r.ociety. Mandt is nearly
unique in college football coaching ranks .oday in that he doesn't
degrade his players to the level of animals. He treats them as human
beings and gives them the respect human beings deserve. He doesn't
drag his team through the mud when it loses a game and he doesn't
make it Super Bowl when it wins one.
Bill Mandt deserves better than the people of Albuquerque are going
to give him. Some say that to be a successful coach in college football
today, you've got to be a hard-nosed s.o.b.
If that's the case, then Bill Mandt better start_ packing his bags--he's
too much of a human being to be a college football winner.

.

Friday

Having Babies 8 p.m. ch. 7. .
,My Friend Irma, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis II :30 p.m., ch 13.

Curse of the Demon noon, ch. 4.
Knock on Wood, Danny Kaye
noon, ch. 13.
Little Big Man, Dustin Hoffman
. and Indians 8 p.m., ch. 4.
The Hunters, Robert Mitchum
)0:30 p,m., ch. 7.
Dark City, Charlton Heston and
Lizabeth Scott II :30 p.m., ch. 13.

Sunday

DOONESBURY

My Geisha, Shirley "click"
MacLaine and Yves Montand I :30
p.m., ch. 13.
House on Haunted Hill, Vincent
Price 3:30p.m. ch. 7.

The Iceman Writeth

Mid-Term Blahs

The ltalian Job, Michael Caine,
Coward and·one helluva chase
scene 8 p.m., ch. 13.
Jane Eyr.e, George C. Scott and
Jane herself 10:30 p.m., .ch. 7.
The Slender Thread, Sidney
Poi tier and Anne Bancroft II: 15
p.m., ch. 13.
No~!

by Steve Smith
Here it is Oct . 21. It's time for the mid-semester blahs. You can't
avoid them. They hit everybody from professors to LOBO reporters.
It's that time of year when you realize "that everything is going wrong.
All those promises that you made to yourself way back in August have
been broken.
Do you remember telling yourself that you were going to work
. especially hard this semester and not fall behind in any of your classe? It
hasn't turned out that way, has it?
Do you remember that pa rttime job that seemed so interesting at
first? It's starting to wear you down now, isn't it?
That cute, little blonde y.ou were eying probably told you to take a
hike, didn't she?
It you're like me you probably come back to your room each day and
just lie there. Sometimes you probably feel like chucking the whole
thing.
And, to top it off, the Dodgers lost the World Series. How could they
lose to a team of bushers like the Yankees? Fifteen bucks down the
tubes.
Do not give way to melancholy, however, for there are several ways
to chase these mid-semester blahs.
First of all you can drop allof your classes. I cannot in good faith
recommend this solution as it usually leads to something known as the
unemployment btahs which are generally worse than the mid-semester
blahs.
You can go out and get drunk and/or high. This, too, is not
recommended as it is rather expensive and can lead to the hangover
and/or busted blahs.
'
You can tell you· troubles to a friend. You have to be careful though
or you'll end up;• · , the 1-ain't·got-no·friends-left blahs.
In my opinion thr' best way to shake the mid,semester blahs is to take
a walk. Jt's even h·etter if you can take a walk in the mountains. I don't
know why but th.,re'.s somethin'g about that cool, thin mountain air that
chases the blahs all the way back to Texas (which is where they
probably came from in the first place).
If you can't make it to the mountains then try our very own UNM
duck pond. The autumn air is crisp and, if you go on a Sunday afternoon, it won't be crowded. Take a friend (if you've gotone).
There's one more way to beat the mid-semester blahs. Don't bet on
the Dodgers.

.

Val de Ia 0 Show, 3 p.m., ch. 4.
The Lo~e Ranger, 5 p.m., ch. 4.

.

Cultural

Flower show by the Albuquerque
Chrysanthemum Society on Sat.
These Lit~ographs am now being shown in the ASA Gallery in the Student Union Building Monday
from 2 to 8 p.m. at the Garden
through Frtday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. At leh is "f!.ovino Bedroom" by Fayo Passow cont;r is "llt!fs
Center, I 0120 Lomas NE.
'
Poet and songwriter Ric Masten Abre/os, "by Debra M. Sandoval, right is "IJ.ntitled" by Elizabeth Kay.
at the Unitarian Chruch Sun. 10:30 S "Arenas of Conflict," ?yArt~ur
Swim at Johnson Gym pool 7 Entry fee $5. Call 265·1061 f
to II :30 a.m. 3701 Carlisle NE.
uss.man. Wor~~ dealing With a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5:30 to 9:15 information.
or
"19th Century Etchings and phys1cal and spintual aspects of p.m.
Ed
·
·
UNM
ucatJOnal scm mar by the
Woodengravings:
From
the human conflict at the Jonson
Rugby vs. Albuquerque Inland Chapters of Hadassah, Sun.
Colcction," at the Art Museum in Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas NE
Aardvarks I :30 p.m. on Sat. at Oct 23 through Tues. Oct, 25 at Rio
the Fine Arts Center Prints and through Nov. 4.
Johnson Field.
R h 1
$
"Egyptian Tapestries " at the
anc o nn. 25 fee, call898·8725,
Photographs room through Nov.
. Be. a volunteer spectator at a 898 9161
•
27.
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
·
·
Vlewmg of a film on the Special
"The History of Lithography: through Dec. 5.
Olympics. Mon. and Tues. 9 a.m.
Championship Wrestling, watch
the First 100 Years," at the Art
Lithographs executed by UNM to 5 p.m. at Wilson Stadium, 12600 the stars of pro grappling on Sun.
Museum in the Fine Arts Center students at the ASA gallery in the Loman NE. CBS-T.V. will be
at the Civic Auditorium. First bell
upper galleries through Nov.6.
SUB. Gallery open Mon. through there.
at 7 p.m. Tickets $4 through $2.50.
"Lithography II, Tamarind Suite Fri. 11 to 4.
Reservatio11s 766-5828.
15," at the Art Museum in the Fine
Arts Center lower galleries through
Albuquerque &ymphony
Nov. 13.
Political
Orchestra with Janos Starker
cellist, at Popejoy Hall tonight at
Open meeting on capital im8:15.
Tickets $5.75, $5, $4.25, and
Rebel Without a Cause, James
provements by Mayor-elect David
$3.25.
Will also plays on Oct. 22.
Rusk and agency heads for the Dean at the SUB theatre for $1 at 7
Rusk transition team, Fri. at the and 9:15p.m. on Fri.
Wesley Selby will conduct un
Diary of a Country Priest
Convention Center 10 a.m. to 4
organ
recital at 4 p.m., Sun. at
French directed by Bresson for $j
a.m. with a break for lunch.
Keller
Hall.
Admission $2.
at the SUB theatre 7 and 9:15p.m.
t:~ew Mexico Civil Liberties
on Sat.
Umon workshop on issues, 9:15
The Battle of Chile, documentary
a.m. on Sat. at the Old Town Inn
on
the Chilean coup of 1973, part II
800 Rio Grande NW. Call 266·
on
Mon.
7. and 9 p.m. for $1.
5915.

CHEAP

BIG BUCKS
"Early Fathers of the Church," a
Patrology course on Sundays
through Dec. 4. at the Old Town
Sagrada Art Studio 4:15 to 5:30
p.m. for $25 and $35. Call 2421304.
Tentative darts tournament
presented by the Vassar D'artists.

A&h(·week sinl)lo support group will meet
Ti.ics, Oct 25 from 7to .9 p.m. In the Women's
Centor, 1824 Las lomas Nl::,
Assertiveness lralning groups will begin Wod.
Oct. 26 from 1 to 3 p.m. and Thurs frotn 7 to 9
p.m. In theWom(]n-s Canter,

Oticntatlon for all intercoted' prO-mod studen·
ts will be held Wed •• Oct. :26 :in tho Anthropolooy
bid. rm. 17Qfrom 6:.30to8 p.m.

WANTED:

"HIJNG&R!?
0

CAMPUS
STEREO SALES

"' 'HORNIN&sS!"

I

by Garry Trudeau
"IIORNINEGs"

fJti7MY! IS, Too!

..

·-

13.

Men and women's intramural
cross country at the North Campus
golf course today.
Bicycle. rides sponsored by the
New Mexico Wheel men depart Sun.
at 9 a.m. from Popejoy. A twoJim Backus is getting the toss from James Dean in "J!.ebel hour ride for beginners and a four·
Without a Cause" which also stars Natalie Wood. "J!.ebe/" is but hour ride for the more advanced
pedal pushers.
one of the attractions during the weekend.
'
·

IS#OTAN
eMOTION,

·_- '

...,,

.

ChampiOnship Wrestling, 10
a.m., ch. 7.
Afternoon football on ch. 4 and

~- _-,·
·-·.

.

.
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Sports

Bakke Mystifies
Editor:
1 am afraid I am a little mystified by the reasoning behind ASUNM's
stand on the Bakke case. I mean, hell, I realize that it's the popular thing
to be anti· Bakke, but to say that Bakke was not discriminated against
because his academic qualifications were not greater than those of all
of the minority students admitted to the California-Davis Medical
School strikes me as a little ridiculous. If evenone student was admitted
with lower academic qualifications than Bakke, then he has a legitimate
argument.
Now I'm sure thdt some socially concerned individual can find fault
with my thinking here, but to me it is not discrimination for a "minority"
applicant with a 2.65 average to be turned down in favor of a white
applicant with a 3.5 average; it is tough shit.
·
You see, in my diseased, reactionary, neo·nazi, anglo, ROTC_ mind, I
have this vision of society that awards opportunity and reward on the
basis of performance rather than race. I just can't avoid the notion that
it might be more important to have qualified medical students than the
socially acceptable ratio of minority medical students.
One statistic that has been noticably absent from the LOBO articles
on this matter is the percentage of wash-out of affirmative action
medical students as compared to that of non-minority students. All the
truth, or bullshit, behind the affirhlative action concept col.)ld be
revealed in those simple numbers.
But then, would that be popular?
David L. Roberson

tv

T.V. Specials
Saturday

Sunday

Saturday
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We are the east coast's
largest distributor of Hi
Fi; CB, TV, and Car
Stereo. We are looking
to expand our Campus
Sales Program. Set your
own profit margins on
equipment like Pioneer,
Marantz, Sony, Sansui,
Teac and Hy-Gain. Over
2-million dollar inventory.
·No minimum orders.
'SERIOUS SALES MOTIVATED PERSONS
ONLY NEED APPLY.
Send applications, includ·
ing references and pre·
vious employment to:
Donn Elliott c/o

•

,\\HSII~ I

SltiiNit·

IIIS1rl~llll11rltltS
6730 SANTA BARBARA RD.
BALTIMORE, MD. 21227

.HUGE VARIETY
Batavus offers the largest selection of body styles in the MoPed
Industry. Three.
The VA. The HS-50. And the Bronco.
·
Each is a motorized bicycle with an automatic clutch and a
pedal-starter. Each travels up to 150 miles on a gallon of gas. And each
weighs less than 100 pounds. The only dilference between the three is
body style. But, when you consider what our competitors offer
that difference is enormous.

i7iBATAWS MoPED

* with indoor

demonstration track

•
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FRIAR;; EAST
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Cosmic CfiCtrly

1200 Wyomilltt.NE
.
2-99-44-4-3. . . .

6525 Coma<;' NE
266-6605

t.e J ~<11'1 r"o

-:1--l~opeC
3222 Central SE 268-3949
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restored the old Goodwil/ bldg. __
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Cellist Janos Starker Strings In

0

Cellist Janos Starker will appear
with the New Mexico Symphony
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Orchestra conducted by Yoshimi
Takeda in two performances,

America's
all
Most Unlikely
seats
Hero.
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at
5 and 11:00
James Dean In
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So.turdo.y o.t
Robert Bresson's

Of A Cou

Priest

JGnos Stnrker

Orgao
Concert
Organist Wesley Selby a music
professor at UNM, will present' a
concert on Sunday, Oct. 23, at 4
p.m. in Keller Hall in the Fine Arts
Center at UNM.
The
program
entitled
"Rationalism and Mysticism:
Expressions in Music" is part of the
Keller Hall series and admission
will be $2 to the general public and
$1 to UNM faculty, staff and senior
citizens , Tickets may be purchased
at the Fine Arts Box Office.

BUV1
GET1

movie ·G.uide
Fnn With Dick and Jane: Jane
Fonda and George Segal star as a
middle class family who just can't
Star Wars:
Your galactic seem to make ends meet, They try
fantasies play havoc with your everything, including robbing a
childhood dreams and hero wor- bank;. You can see this movie at the
ships. George Lucas has a technical Far North Cinema at 7:50 and 9:40
masterpiece and movie-of-the year p.m.
with this one. It all happens in the ·
Piece of the Action: Stars Bill
cantina at the Mall Cinema at Cosby .and Sidney. Potier as
noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Robinhood types who steal from
Orca: In the continuing hopes of the rich, but are hesitenl to give it to
satisfying the public's demand for the poor. Denise Nicholas also
blood-red violence, a killer whale
becomes the public's messiah. Just stars. Times: ·7 and 9:40p.m. at the
like the Mounties, Orca always gets Los Altos theater.
Kentucky Fried Movie:. A satire
its man. It's part of a double
on
just· about averything. An allfeature starting today at the
American
movie. Showtimes at
Louisiana Blvd Cinema.
and
9:320
p.m. at the Cinema
7:30
King Kong: Jessica Lange falls in
East
theater.
love with lovable giant ape. But
You Light Up MMy Life: This
people don't understand Kong and
movie
boasts the number one single
that's too bad. The' stirring adin
the
country, and for the most
venture is the complementary part
part
the
soUndtrack is outstanding,
of the double feature at the
Wish
I
could
say as much for the
Louisiana Blvd, Cinema.
movie.
The
concert
begins at the
Annie Hall: Woody Allen falls in
4;
times
7:45
and 9:45
.
Coronado
Love. This movie is said to be a
p.m.
synopsis of his life with actress
Chicken Chronicles: Haven't
Diane Keaton, who also stars in the
seen
this movie, but it's probably
movie. Watch for the scene in
about
chickens. Two theaters show
which Woody drives like Eve!
this one: Los Altos and the Plaza.
Kneivl. Show times 7:45 and 9:45
Rolling Thunder: Similar to
p.m. at the Louisiana Blvd cinema.
"Taxi Driver" A man returns from
Harold and Maude: This film is the real war and sees his wife and
outrageous. A young man find daughter get killed. From that part
love? with someone's grandmother of the movie until the end, the vet ,
very fulfilling. 7:30 p.m. and 9:20 goes off the deep end. It's showing
p.m. at the Louisiana Blvd· Cinema. at the Cinema East at 7:45 and 9:45
Starship Invasions: Well, the p.m.
flock of Sci-Fi movies have started
Mutiny on the Bounty: Clark
to roll out of Hollywood. This Gable stars, and· everyone knows
picture sees the earth as a bat- what this one's about. Its showing
tleground for an interplanetary at the Sunshine Theater along wilb
war. The aliens arrive at the "Calico Dragon",
Easldale, Coronado and MonBrother Sun Sister Moon: Your
tgomery Plaza theaters. •
is about as good as mine.
guess
Murder by Death: What would
However,
for the Midnight Movie
happen if all the world famous
on
both
Friday
and Saturday nights
det~ctives, even Truman Capote got
there
are
two
nice films: Buck
together to solve a bizzare m·urder?
Outlaws
and Flash
Rogers
in
Planet
The result is non-stop laughter.
in
Mars
attacks
the
World
Gordon
You can find out who done it at
these
films
are
showing
at
Don
7:40 and 9:30p.m. al the Far North
Ponchos.
Cinemas.

FREE

A New York (ansplant from
· Texas, wartime Air Force cryptographer, former pre-med student,
cabaret artist, student of the theatre
who holds as master's degree in
English, author of children's
books, producer of industrial
shows, family man, writer, director;
composer, fanatical history buff.
Put them all together and they add
up to one man: Michael Brown,

By JANE QUESNEL

Compiled by BRIAN MAT·
THEWS
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Friday, Oct. 21, and Saturday,
Oct.22, at 8;15 in Popejoy Hall.
Long acclaimed internationallly
as a cellist of the first rank, Starker
is a professor of music at Indiana
University. In addition to performing as a soloist, he is ·the
author of a method of study for
cellists and the inventor of a special
student bridge for the instrument,
· Starker will be performing
Dvorak's Concerto in B minor for
Cello and Orchestra. Also on the
program will be George Crumb's
Echoes of Time and River, and
Schumann's Symphony No. 3 in Eflat major,

An Interview
with
ffilchael Brown

Damnation alley: The world has
gone through a nUclear war and
everything is radioactive, the
survivors are few. Jan-Michael
Vincent and George Peppard set
out to find the damage that was
done. The adventurous treck is
showing at the Lobo.
Oh God: John Denver in his first
starring role as a supermarket clerk
who gets word (from above) that he
should be spreading the news that
the world is good and can work.
Now showing at the Coronado 4
theater.

Ro.ndom
Notes

I thought that would
·be like middle age •. Who
knew people would live so
long%"
~~c!I-RL

'
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AJERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION
GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER • "OH, GOD!"
· TERI GARR • DONALD PlEASENCE
Adults "1"
Until2 P.M.
Sho!Ntimes 1:40 3:40
5:40 7:40 9:40

[[[[(~~~~iff!
Showtimes
Weekdays 7:45 9:30
Weekends 12:45 2:30 4:15
6:00 7:45 9:30

The ultimate in sight and sound
Orchl'!!!ITil

TOCCATA & FUGUE THE NUTCRACKER
INDMINOR
SUITE
RITE OF SPRING

THE PASTORAL
SYMPHONY
NIGHT ON
DANCE OF THE HOURS
AVE MARIA

4418 Central S.E.
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"I'll tell you something·
~...:I! ... hat never came out. I
seventeen. Eve was

with Luopold Stokov.:ski .1nd the Phild(ll']flhia

Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

z

~

..."'

. Starts TODAY!

5:00. 9:00

UNCLE NASTY'S

He laughed at himself for being
unable to remember the lines of one
?f his o,w1n so_ldJg~·A'f'Ca~ Y.ou
1111agine?' 1e sm , · ' _ ler smgmg
that song for 25 years? And then
when I looked for the censored lines
and they weren't even in I he script,
l thought me God! I'm really in
trouble .. ,"

0'

Monday· Fric;lay

H. Hopper

This performance, his first show ~
of the new season, had not gone aS ~
smoothly as he would have liked. ,;-1

0

The Rolling Stones and filmmaker Robert Frank have reached
an agreement over the distribution
and editing of "Cocksucker
Blues," a ·controversial film about
the Stones' 1972 American tour.
According to Frank, the agree.
ment
states the film may not be
Fantasia: One of Walt Disney's .
shown
until March of 1979. It may
greatest achievements.
Full
then
be
shown only four times a
animated and now in stereophonic
year,
and
during the first year only
sound. It features The Nutcracker.
a version edited by the Stones may
Suite and the Pastoral Symphony,
be shown.
showing at the Highland Theater.

Boogie To:

Brown, touring with his one-man
The I 2 characters who make up
multi-media show, Out of Step, an his current show had always held a
unusual presentation of 12 ceraain fascination for Brown. For
characters from the pages of years, he said, he had been talking
American history, spent a few about them at dinner parties. Then
minutes backstage, after his show one day the thought occurred to
at Popejoy Hall, discussing his him, why not put them stories
curious "hobby." Soft-spoken, together and do a show to take on
curteous, charming, he has a gift wur? The result was originally
for immediately making one feel at entitled The Great American Mil
ease in his presence,
Show.
That he is a history buff, there is
"And that's it." he said, "It just
no doubt. "I really love history," grew out of dinner table conhe confessed. "I'm crazy about it." versation.''

BALD MOUNTAIN

Skynytd's
AitpiQne
Ctnshes

michael Brown in Step with Histor_y
,.,
rE••
0

.§

~

~cont,l•omp~g•l)
New to the show is the character
of Howard Hughes, whose segment
is far from complete, still requiring
many hours of research. It will
become polished and remain in the
show. The difficulty lies in finding
' Ie- I\nown
more pictures, also htl
facts, for it is' the little-known
aspect he wants to present, Brown
views Hughes as an incrcdib!e man

who contributed a great aeal to
aviation and as a genius at
designing aircraft. '•can you
imagine, he asked, "breaking the
world's speed record at the age of
30, then breaking It again at 31?
And then chopping the around-theworld record from seven days to
three'/" He wants to show pictures
of the flying boat Hercules which
Hughes built. Nicknamed the

Spruce Goose, made of plywood
and glued together, it was the
largest aircraft ever built, larger
than the 747. It was flown only
once, at an enormous expense.
Maintained in perfect flying
condition through the years, the
'
city of Long Beach has bought 1t
and is building a special hangar for
it.

Careful to stress in John
Dillinger's segment that he was not
a killer, only a very ingenious bank
Southern Methodist University
robber, Brown said Dillinger, was.
~
School Of Law- Dallas, Texas
~ beloved by much of the American
public. "Back in the thirties, the
~
Announces
were really the villains. They
~
the
~ banks
were foreclosing on people who
~
forced out of their homes and
losing their farms. Everybody hated
banks. And here was Dillinger,
~
taking the banks' money away from
them. He was a Robin Hood in his
~ Sumners Scholars, who are selected by the Trustees of the Hatton ~ way, a very generous man."
~ W. Sumners Foundation for the study and teaching of the science
One member of the Dillinger
~ of self-government, receive a stipened of approximately $5,800 a
~ year, This Scholarship provides full tuition and fees, room and
gang is still alive, though in poor
~ board in Lawyers In (or the equivalent amount for married
health, in Chicago. The youngest
~ students), a fund for books and personal expenses, and travel exmember of the gang, Brown feels
~ penses between Dallas and the Scholar's home at the beginning ~ masy have been the getaway driver.
~ and end of the academic year,
.
~
He is going to try to meet and
interview him.
~ Qualifications For Consideration:
Research remains the biggest
~
I. be a permanent resident of, or attend a college or university ~ stumbling block fo Brown.
~
in o~~ of the f?llow~ng states: Arkansas, Kansas,
His starting point, the New York
~
Lou1s1ana, M1ssoun, Nebra~ka, New Mexico,
J,>ublic Library, is, he says, one of
~
Oklahoma, or Texas;
.
~
2. rank in the upper quarter of their graduating class;
~ the three great libraries in the
world. From there, he follows leads
~
3, be a citizen of the United States;
and tracks down other sources
~
4. take the Law School Admission Test at the October or
which often end only in disap~
December testing dates; and
~
5. have completed by February 1, not only the application for ~
pointment. A performance of Out
+:
the Sumners Scholarship, but the application to the
of Step will be given in New York
this year as a benefit for the library,
~
School of Law as well.
'gratitude for all the help they
. the* in
+: For additional irrjorma!lon 1md application forms, wrzte
have given him.
+: Secretary of Admissions, School of Law, Southern Methodist*
Brown reminisced a bit over
~ University, Dall011, Texas 75275.
*
other shows. New Faces of 52 was
not the first show he wrote for, but
A representative of the foundation will be on campus Oct. 24 from 9it
was the first sucessful one. His
~ llum to answer student questions about the scholarships and SMU
first,
Curtain Going Up, died an
~ Law School. Please cont:>ct career services for information.
early death in Philadelphia. "And
~
just a few weeks ago," he recalled,
~
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GILLSBURG, Miss. (UPI)-A
twin-engine prop plane carrying 25
persons, including the popular
Southern rock bank Lynyrd
Skynyrd group, crashed Thrusday
night in a heavily forested area of
tall pine trees in Southwest
Mississipfi.
Federa and state authorities said
there are "some" fatalities and
"some" survivors. It was not
known whether any band members
''I was at the Ballroom in New
were among the victims.
York (it's a new cabaret-restaurant)
There were,unconfirmed reports
and I opened my show with
that
two foreign bands who ap"Curtain Going Up," the title
pearing
during a tour with Lynyrd
song. Nothing's ever lost, you
Sknyrd were also on board the
know. All tbese songs still exist,
plane."
and 1 still use them."
A witness to the crash who lives
Asked about a sequel to his about a mile from the scene said she
show, Brown admitted he has saw the Convair 240 go down.
tentative plans for an Out of Step
"I could tell he was going down,
Part II, using moreof the people but J didn't think anything about
whom he finds so fascinating. it," the woman identified only as
Among them will be Isadora
Duncan, "an absolutely incredible "Sherry Fortenberry's mother"
women, you know, who changed said. The woman said she heard a
modern dance all by herself." He slight bumping sound. The plane
seems partricularly fascinated by did not catch on fire, she said.
The woman said she could see a
the umque circumstances of her
helicopeter
hovering over the crash
death.
site
and
rescuers
wer packing the
He talked of his need for better
injured
out
on
stretchers.
Blankets
publicity, and the problem of
were
borrowed
from
nearby
fardrawing people in. "The trouble is,
mhouses
to
cover
the
survivors.
you really can't describe the show,"
Mrs. Louise Brumfield of
he said. He is searching for a key
word to use in place of multi- Gillsburg,' who lives about four
miles from the crash scene, said,
media.
Brown loved his Albuquerque "We were all in the house and
audience and was pleased that heard a loud roar and racket. We
"they got everything tonight. looked out and could tell the plane
Oftentimes I've played audiences was flying low but we didn't think it
and, although they're sweet and was in distress. But it was flying
kind, they simply don't get.a lot of unusually low."
it. But nothing got by tonight."
The crash brought back
When Part II is finished, he would memories of the death in neighlike to bring it here.
boring Louisian of singer Jim
Michael Brown will be back.
Croce at the heip;ht of his fame.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
After two home game's which the
Lobos split, the 'Pack travels to
Fort Collins, Colo. Saturday aftcrnoon to take on the Colorado
·state Rams who were humiliated
last weekend at home by Brigham
Young63-17.
Obviously disappointed over
their loss to the Cougars, the Rams
will be looking for a win over the
Lobos to offset the embarrassing
loss.
The Rams were sailing along high
and mighty, sitting at the top of the
Western Athletic Conference with a
2-0 conference mark and 5-0
overall.
Reserve Cougar signal caller
Mark Wilson hit II of20 passes for
335 yards and seven touchdowns to
shoot down the Rams.
Although the Rams will be
looking for a win, the Lobos do not

want
to be the team to give it to . The wind shifted direction Mazzone aga1·nst tile Rams.
dnvc
· gamed
•
1 · secon d. §
h
the Lo bos t1c1r
•
t em.
though as Noel Mazzone fumbled
Jones' fourth quarter scoring
. f 1
0
"Coach (Sark) Arslanian has the ball away giving the visitors the
another big sound team that just momentum in the first half.
I
"'
happened to have a bad game last
The second half was a different
N
week," UNM coach Bill Mandt story ~s the 'Pack came storming
""'
said, "Their front four is one of the back to win.
United Campus Ministry
nation's best and they are going to
Saturday afternoon in Fort
be sky high for this weekend since Collins, the Lobos will have to play
6:30p.m. Friday: Singing Group
, an entire game of sound football if
it's their home~oming."
United Ministry Center
The Lobos on the other hand, a~e they want to come out with a win.
7:30p.m. Friday: R & R
coming off a victory over Wichita
Leading the Lobos into this
United Ministry Center
State which almost turned out to be weekend's WAC game will be Mike
a defeat for UNM.
Williams who, ran for his lith
Rest, Recreation & Sharing Fun
Mondt said, "It seemed like it career 100-yard game against the
9: 15 a.m. Sunday: College Sunday
took us 14 hours to win the thing. Shockers. The gutsy fullback from
School Class
All of our guys knew we should El Paso collected 102 last weekend
Central United Methodist Church
have won it by more than five making him the top rusher in the
l
block west of UNM - 215 PineNE
points. ·But our guys will fight until WAC.
it's over."
Hudspeth's play against Wichita
5:30p.m. Sunday: PowergroupMeal
The Lobos began the game as if State was also impressive and the
6:15p.m. Sunday: Powergroup Discussion
they were going to blow the senior safety is looking forward to
United Ministry Center
Shockers off the field after safety another good game this weekend.
Max Hudspeth returned a punt 58
The hero of last weekend's game,
yards to the Wichita State two.
backup quarterback' C. J. Jones,
Personal Counseling Always Available
will still be backup in Fort Collins
At the United Ministries Center
as Mandt has elected to .go with
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
· .Eyeglasses or Conta~t.Lenses·
Positive, Joyful, aml Clulstian.
·. Fast servi~l.';•qualit'y. and
Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, the
. style at reasonable cost.
United Church of Christ, the United
Presbyterian Church in the USA
Casey bptical Co.
'(Next door to Casey Rexall Drug)
l.AJmas at Washingtor 255-632!)

~~~!!!!!!!;!!!!!~;;;~~~~~~w~m~o~t~\~c~s~ea~s~o~n~.~~~!!!!!~!!i ~0'~

T{1e Kentucky Fried Movie, directed by John Landis, is showing at the
·
Cmema East.

~o dou.bt about it: The kentucky Fried Movie is hilarious. The
parod1es, skits and blackouts that run throughout this film are almost
always suc~essful, and they succee~ so well that th~ various subjects under
attack (mamly TV shows and moVIes) arc stripped of any dignity they may
have held an? are then swift!~ and mercilessly slaughtered.
Every satue }ms to do e1ther with the stupidities of mass-marketed
products or the mfluence of these products on the individual. In the case of
the latter, a "Feel-a-Round" movie show and a man's troubles with his
alarm-laden car rate as the worst, while the film's final skit in which a
couple makes love in front of their TV while the newscast~r on the air
leeringly watches them, is the best.
In re,~ards. to the form7r, movie ~nd TV parodies are predominant.
Three previews of commg attractwns" expertly mirror their actual
P.rototypes. Of these, the best _is That's Armageddon. Who could possibly
s1t. through another dreary drsaster spic after seeing this glimpse of the
ulumate catastrophe adventure?
Kentucky supplies its own mini-feature, the much-dicscussed A Fistful
of Yen. As That's Armageddon exposes the idiocies of (and hopefully
c?mpletely destroys) the disaster genre, so does Fistful to the Martial Arts
fllm. This 25 minute parody is certain to become a classic.
TV shows are represented by, among others, the funny but over-JongAS
Today, the dumb Dan{:er Seekers, the untitled talkshow featuring a heartat~ack prone host, his suave French scuba-diving guest, and a berserk
nncrophon~, and~ finally , the magnificent Courtroom. This side-splitting
sketch, wh!ch tw1sts ~he beloved cliches of lawyer shows into unexpected
puns and sight gags, mcludes the film's funniest line (it has to do with the
Penal Code).
·
.
<;:o;nm,ercials are also supplied, but only one is really worth mentioning.
Th1s ~~,with Henry \)ibso.n as a. spokesmap for "The United Appeal For the
Dea~.
I found th1s bnef sk1t to be the funniest segment of the entire
movie, but then I must admit to having .a somewhat morbid sense of
humor.
.Jol~n Land.is, who also did Schlock, the popular horror spoof directs
With 1mpress1ve tec?nical skill. The cast is wonderfully persuassive. T-he
phot~graphy, too, 1s excellent. And the movie, despite some flaws and
occasiOnally tasteless and unfunny jokes, is simply terrific.

- -·i.oso ph-ot~· by w.T. H~-~-~·

C. J. Jones sparked last weekend's Lobo win over
Wichita State, however, Noel Mazzone will start against
theRams.
"

Houston Baptist
To Host Invite

The Lobo women linkers travel to the third annual Houston Baptist
University Golf Tournament this Sunday and will compete through
Tuesday.
The three day tournament will take place at the Inwood Forest Country
Club and the women will play a tota) of 54 holes during the three days.
The course is covered by trees and is quite tough according to UNM
coach Henry San'dles. "We're really starting to play as a team," Sandles
said.
The teams in the tournment are Texas, Texas Tech, Florida, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma State, Tulsa, host-Houston Baptist, Southern Methodist,
Alabama and UNM.
Texas, Florida, and SMU, are the teams we'll have to beat," said
Sandles. "We have the potential and the freshman got experience from the
Tucker and this will help."
The women golfers to hit the course for UNM are Nancy Romero, Cindy
Kelliher, Sherri Chandler, Kim Eaton and Patti Curtiss.

IN THE
GREAT

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"
for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ...
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there,
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Quality
with a
personal touch

511 Wyoming. N.E. 265·3667
1631 f:ubank N.E. 293·4508

A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ..• you.!:!!!!., take it with you.
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Lobos Take to Road Again

F~ng~t Lickin' Good

Doors Open At 8:30p.m.
Admission Priees
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One Guest)
Sl..OOeaeh
Publie--82.00 eaeh
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By DAN HUMENICK
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Varsity ~Tuckered' Out:
Frosh Linkers to Invite
Arizona State will be the favorite
"Our first team has just been on in the tournament shadowed by
the road for a month and it needs Texas and New Mexico State. After
the time to get some studying
done," said Knight who is still a miserable first day in the Tucker,
glowing after the Tucker wln in his ASU came on strong to finish in
first year as UNM coach. "And this fourth place while NMSU was ninth
will give us a chance to see how the and Texas was 12th.
rest of the team can do in tourIt was the first team victory for
nament play."
the Lobos in their tournament since
Making the New Mexico State the very first Tucker in 1955. Mitch
trip will be John Fields, a freshman Mooney finished third in the infrom Las Cruces; Knox Wright, a dividual competition four strob~
freshman from Littleton, Colo.; behind the winner Mike Gove oi
Joe Stansberry, a junior from Weber State.

Taking no time to savor its upset
victory in the 23rd annual Tucker
Tournament, the UNM golf team
travels to Las Cruces Friday
through Saturday to compete in the
New Mexico State Intercollegiate
GolfTournament.
There will be all new faces for the
Lobos as Coach Dwaine Knight has
decided to rest h.is main squad for
the prestigious Harvey Pennick
Invitational in Austin. But he
expects the second team to do well
in Las Cruces.

MOPED BIKE
DEALER·.

..

Bloomington,
Minn.;
John
Henroit, a freshman from
Burlington, Wash.; Jim McLain, a
luf!ior from Socorro, N.M., and
Bill Lester, a junior from Marion,
Ind.

LOW AS

$399
Hl02ndNW

150

.G.

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO·
Models a~ailablcwith oil enjcctor

Oldest Moped dealer .in N.M.
Call Donal 247-2404 for
correct information on Mopcdr.

J

The UNM's. women's softbaH
team will complete its pre-season
training with a double-header this
Sunday afternoon.
The two games will be held at Los
Altos Field. The first game will
begin at 1 p.m., and will be directly
followed by the second game. The
UNM Lobo team will start off the
afternoon playing a team consisting

The ASUNm Speakers Committee presents

Ted Hownrd

r

-genetic engineering -DNA manipulo:tion
-test tube life forms
-cloning
-do.ngerous new mlcroorgo.nisms
being creo.ted In corporo.te lo.boraties
-Yesterdo.y's science fiction Is fo.st
becoming todo.y's reo.lltyl

"Who Should Play God?"
Tuesdo.y 8:00 pm/UNm SUB Bo.llroom
Tickets are _o.vo.llo.ble o.t o.ll Ticketmo.ster loco.tions
)12.50 genero.l public/)11.00 UNm stu~ents with ID

adidaS,-£~_!----/--

r·w·------
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TENNIS- After a week off,
the Lobo W<'~••en travel to
Tucson, A"z. for conference
matches. Top players for UNM
continue to be Therese Sullivan,
Leslie Holmquist, Mindy
Sherwood and Laura <;;havez.
VOLLEYBALL - The Lobo
women are not scheduled for
any conference matches,
however, they will be playing

teams.
Colorado
local
University had been scheduled
for this weekend, but the school
designated the sport as a club
sport so it will not be competing
against other colleges.
RUGBY - The UNM rugby
team will be playing the
Albuquerque
Aardvarks
Saturday at I :30 p.m. on the
Johnson Fields.

@1977 Miller Bl1lWing Co .• Milwaukee, Wis.

Around The WAC
This weekend marks the first full slate of Western Athletic Conference
games as all eight schools play within the conference.
Games slated for this weekend are Utah at Arizona, Texas-El Paso at
Arizona State, Brigham Young at Wyoming, and New Mexico at Colorado
State.
Currently BYU is on top of the WAC after its 63-17 trouncing of CSU.

Softball ·Preseason Ends

Are 1984 and Brave New World
here today?
"''

..~..~..~··~··i Lobo Prey

~atThe Athlete's Fi>Ot sto

The Lobos will be using only one
of their two pitchers this Sunday
due to an injury sustained by Nancy
Campbell. Campbell pulled a
tendon in her hand and will be
unable to participate in Sunday's
The games being played on games. Arvita Higgins is the other
Sunday are unofficial. The games pitcher for the women's team and
are played so that the UNM will be pitching for both the game
women's team can gain experience against the local media, and against
the Jokers.
and work on game situations.

of various members of the local
media. The Lobos will finish the
day by testing their skills against
New Mexico's (premier) women's
softball team·, the Jokers.

Harriers Trek
To· Colorado
If UNM wants to qualify for the
national cross country meet, it will
have to defeat either Colorado
State or Wyoming and Saturday the
Lobos will get a practice shot at
both of them . About IS schools
will compete against each other at
Boulder, Colorado.
Four teams from UNM's region
will qualify for nationals and Lobo
coach Bill Silverberg said he thinks
defending national champs TexasEl Paso and Brigham Young are
almost sure bets to qualify.
Big-Eight champ Colorado is the
host of the meet.
UNM has been hampered during
its last two outings by Peter Butler
illness, but now Butler is feeling
stronger, Silverberg said, and
should perform well.
Unfortunately the Lobo's
number four man, David Segura, is

., "n
HAY A 'r SHALOM

Recor.ded Message
Phone 296·8568

I

ill and may not compete at top
form.
fhe poor performance by one
man, for whatever the reason,
"could really hurt us," Silverberg
said.
The Colorado Track Club, the
d:fending AAU national champs,
Will also be there.
"It's always been an outstanding
meet," Silverberg said.
Harrison Koroso has picked up
two first places in his last two times
out and will be looking for a third
Saturda)'.
Stanley Waquie, of Jemez, "ran
about four races this weekend,"
Silverberg said. "Stanley is doing
real well."
"I guess our goal for the
regionals is to have everybody
healthy," Silverberg said.
Jay Quade, who missed some
meets because of an important
saturday archaeology class will run
this Saturday and Silverberg
said, "He could be a surprise."
He said the course will be five
miles, mostly in a grassy area.
"If we run what we're capable
of, then we'll compete for first,"
Silverberg said.
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For all the games ... running, tennis, basket•
ball, baseball, football, soccer, training ... you
name it. .. you'll find the complete adidas line.
in THE ATHLETE'S FOOT s'tores in 43 states.
And you'll find the expertise to help you select
the right model, the right style, and the right
fit. adidas and THE ATHLETE'S FOOT- two
names you can rely on for the ultimate in
comfort, performance, and wear.

•••

•

•
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••

one knows the athlete's foot like
THE ATHLETE'S FOOT".

In Albuquerque: Winrock Center, (505) 294·2249
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CANDIDATES
MEETING
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*!

!*

Oct. 24, 5:OOpm
~*
~ room 250 A, in the SUB !
**
**
~
(*****************
~
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***
.! POLLWORKERS *~
!
MEETING
!
!
Oct. 27, 4:00pm
!
a· room 231 E,.in the SUB !
**
**
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1. PERSONALS

.,6.

EMPLOYMENT

Will lh~ pcrs()n who phoned D.l,. Oomez on Wed.
nwrnlng, 101,, please call ~gqlo; 242·0370. 1 am
deulturc wlrhmlll, D. Reward offered. 10/28
ACCURATE INFORMATION AI!O\JT cPntraceptlon, sterlllzalion, abortion, Ri8ht to Choose, 294·
0171, 12/3
Arl~n Asher Jazz Quar«el every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. -at Ned's! 10/21
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978, Information, 229 Ortega Hall,
277-2~~6 l 0/28
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutlofis, C~sey Optical
Company, 255-8736. tfn
.DATES OAI.OREIMect excltlne slnsles. Cnll Date·
line toll. free: 800·451·3245. 10/JI
WHERE CAN YOU FIND tobacco and pipes? Pipe
& Tobacco Road, 107 CorneiiSE. 10/21
Some problems .leave With the sunrise: If yours won't,
call us, Agora, 277·3013. 10/26
HELP I My guide dog just fell Into a hole that wasn't
there yesterday! 10/24
WI-IO IS D.M. FJ,. YNN?
10/24
TO THE MAN that does our dishes,
Are we sending these birthday wishes.
Happy birthday llradl
We Jove you,
10/21
ROD, Ymt're a terrlnc hunk'a man. Hnve n great
19th. Sandi 10/21

SlNOER FUTURA zlswa sewlpg machine. Top of Work In the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233. 277·
line, still guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, com· S907. fs
puterized buuoniloler, tOO's of fancy s11tches. Reg,
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards,
$800.00; now SI.~O.OOcosn. 821·4256, 10/26
I-I ours flexible. Call S.I.A., 242-5261. I J/14
1976 HAMMOND PHOENIX or~an wlth every. WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS NEEDED, 8
thing. Call Chris, 294·3703 daytime or .292·1614
hrs/we~k at $3,00/Jlr, Cllntuct Albuquerque Parks &
eVeQings, 10/21
Recreallon Dept., Tom Nilson, 766-7427 or 766C\JTEJ TOY I'OODI.E. 292·1.189 after 3 4687. 10/25
p.m. 10/21
PART TIME, 6·10 p.m. Women neede(! to do phone
l/2 rem CAMPER SI-IBLL, Clean and compact; ask·
work, Earn $3,00·$3.50 hourly, salary and ~onus,
In& $200.00, 298·0481. 10/24
Interviews held dally at Hf;lWard Johnson's Midtown
UNCLAIMED LAY·A·AWAY, New Sony MotQr Lodge, Suite 403, betWeen 4;30 and 6:30
p.m. 10/21
Trfnatron, Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down
payment. $7,75 per month till balance is paid off,
SJ{J AREA help wanted in restaurants and lodges,
268·4393. 10131
Experienced or willualn. Openings in New Mexico &
Colorado. Write Glen McComb, Box312, Red.River,
DIAL·O·MATIC sewing machine, open arm deluxe,
N.M. 81558. 10/24
Stretch stlliehes, new guarantee. Take over payments
of $7.00 P.•r· month, .For Information 266OVERSEAS JOBS· summer/year·round. Europe, s.
5871. 10/31
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-$1200.
J110nthly, E~penses paid, sightseeing, Free informa·
SANSUI RilPOSSESSED STEREO. Complete stereo
syste111, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
Uon - write lntcrnall9nal Job Center, Dept. NB,
llox4490, Berkeley, CA-94704.. 11/4
AM/FM stereo, tape player, Assume payments,
$'1,82 per month. 268·4394, 10/31
•
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4·6 year-old "tots
DUE TO DIVORCE wlll sacrifice equity. Red Classic
tUmbling ~ rhythm class" (early childhood).
Ill and attachments. Assume payments of $7.00 $4.25/hr. Call Kat!Jy, YWCA, 247·8841. II/I
month, new guarantee, 266·5872, 10/31
ADDRESSERS WANTED lmmedi!ltelyl Work at
BRAND NEW OE color TV with VIR, automatically
home - no e~perience necessary - e~cellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park l,anc, Suite 269,
adjusts color from network to network, Toke over
Dallas, TX 7523), 11/16
payments. 268·4394. 10/31
NIKON F2 $360.00. 243·1949, 10/25
GIRLS; models needed; easy hours, plenty of time
for homework, 1·5 p.m., 6103 Menual NE. · 11/2
1959 403 Peugeot, $250,00. 2664547. 10125
WORK
ON CAMPUS. Soles people wanted to sell
1000 piece. Jigsaw puzzles, $1,25 each, R2J·
display advertising for the New Mc~ico Daily Lobo,
FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Ortega 233. 8136. 10125
277·S907, fs
-::S:;A:-L;:-E~:j;-en_n_s___s-;lz-e"s2::7:-:&:-·-un-d:-er-,-on-:1-y"'$4:-.7::-5,-,S::-:1-ze-s--28 Call277·5656 between I p.m. and 2 p.m., or come by
Marron Hall, Rm. 133, Mon., Wed, or Fri. 10/21
LOST: watch w/black dial, Name engraved, Last & over, only $8.9~. And many more bargains at Call·
Thursday, west campus. 266·3372. 10/21
. fornia Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across from
Will the person who called up about my wallet or -;:ca;;:;m;:;-p-;;u:;::s':;:-2;;;66~-6;-:8-;:;72';::,~10:"'/~2;-:_S~::-:--:--~-;-::::---:
browa purse, lost at Vassar 111 Lend, please call again. 191.2 PONTIAC GTO. New tires, new clutch. Excel·
Still desperately needed. Reward. Call Rachel, 242· lent condition. $1895.00, 298·5874. 10/27
_CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips. $89,95 buys
3871 or277·5656. 10/24
TOM YOUNO'S SPA membership with I yr. 4 mo,
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
LOST:" Oct. lOth ncar Don Pancho's, .1m all female Negotiable. Gail,266-0309, eves. 10/26
foam comfort pad, 4) any size matlress with 3·year
guarantee; $89.95, 3407 Central NE. 255•2289. II/I
cat, shorthaired, m~ltl·colored cat, unique gold eyes, 1973 DATSUN, Excellent gas mileage. New radials,
241·9855. Rcwnrd, 1012S
$142S.OO. Contact: 766-7427 (Dale Scott). J0/21
EXPERIENCED I-lAlR STYLISTS doing body
LOST: 6 small Kodak slides wrapped In green com· 1970 VW CAMPMOBILE: dependable, good-look·
perms for classropm workshops. Pfefer short to med,
length hair (in good condition. Cost: $20.00. Tijera~
purer paper. Cnll277•3327. 10/21
lng, good condition, Headers, new battery, electronic
Hair Co., 5208·A Constitution Nil (at San Mateo),
FOUND: bracelet In front of llokoma. 277· Ignition, carpet, 3·speakers. S1600,00, Call 242·
255-5544, 10/21
JS70. 10126
3107, 10/27
:;;20~U~SE~•D~I,;;:O:-;;R:;;:T:;A-;;B:-L;;E-::TY=·s-,-:$::30:-:,00~t:-o-::$:::60;:-,00::::-.-;44~1 SKATEBOARDS- special on fiberflex boards, Xcallbcr trucks, Krlptonic wheels, Only at "SkateWyoming NE, 255·5987. 1/27
board City," 106 Morningside NE. Open l-7 p.m.
weekdays, I 1·5 p.m. Saturday, 255-4336. 10/24
QA TYI'INO SERVICE. A complete typing and
edltprfnl sys:em. TechnlCIII, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345.2125. 12/2
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Cnili'ENM 842·5200, tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564. fs
SERVE In the Peace Corps, Orlega 233. 277·
5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
rcflorts, proposals, scripts. Frauenglass Associates,
344·8344, I II 18
EXPERT 'TYPING, 266·4567,
10121
GUITAR LESSONS, Beginning, classical, folk.
UNM guitar major. Private •group. Jim, 3454827, 1111
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. 266·9291. 10/26
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call 268·
4917. 11/2
VOLVO REPAIR, Good work guaranteed. Call
Mike, 247-9083. 10/27
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Galler)' Is ~ block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order Service. l0/24

2.

.'

5. FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

8.

3.

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES ..

BOOTS

WEAVE your own X·mM gifts- quick, loe~penslve,
~~~~sua!, 3 week course-the ,Weavers' Studio. 20$
Stanford SJ;, 265·9)00, 10/2$
UNIVERSITY STAFF ASSOCIATION FUND
RAISER. No hOlt cocktall·pany Monday, Oclober
24th, 4·7 p.m., Canterbury Chapel, 425 Universily
NE, UNM. Sponsored \>y Faculty & rrof~;sional
Women's Association. 10/21

Opportunity to participate in
research
$2.00/hr. lor B hrs. Research Involves
listening to lists ol words In Spanish II,
Eng_rllsh. Only requirements are fluency Jn
.both languages. Spanish learned first &,
English learned as a child.
:!66·0320 aller 5PM or weektmds.

TDDAY'S C:BDSSIDRD PUZZLI
· UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS

imperfect
43 Newspaper
1 Crazy:
subscriber
Slang
45 Plunder
5 ----- in the 47 Ensigns
right
. 48 Fi rearm:
d .'rec tl on
Slang
10 Bndge word 49 Medlterran14 Sickness
ean
15
House:
Island
Capitol
50 .... ____ ·Irish
building
Rose"
16 Father:
53-·Gala had
Arab.
54 Auto of the
17 Cal.
50's
rockfish
58 Playing card
18 Not the best 61 Very small
20 Orchestra
amount
section •
62
Canopy
lor
22 Erick, __
a boat
Stroh elm
63 Amouk -----:
23 Actress
Actress
Mary----- 64 Turkish
24 Residences
river
26 Spanish
65 Weaver's
river
reed
27 Suits
66 Pass
30 Destroys by
impercepfire: 2
. tibly
..
words
~7 Lair
34 Giver of sly
looks
35 Punch's
DOWN
friend
1 Nasty
36 Numerical
remark
prefix
2 byelng
37 "Judith"
machine
composer
3 Fish
38 Its ca·pltal is 4 Land by the
ocean
Augusta
5 Fool
40 Relinquish
6 AI Jan and
41 Insect egg
McQueen.
42 Make
7 Mexican

Thursday Pu~zle Solved:

'.

w----

food

8 Shelley's ·
alma mater
91ndite
10 Man of the
cloth
11 Blind as - --12 "And---bed"
13 Plaintiff
19 Butter factory
21 About
25 Fabled sea
creature
26 Growing in
poor land
27 Kind of diet
28 Weird
29 CanadaU.S.S.
coins
30 Chignon
31 Shoemaker's
material
32 Directly

belOW

33 Vertical
structures
35 ·--Otis:
Footballer
39 Be sick
40 Ontario native
42 Game
animal
~4 Shield division
46 Pleasing·
47 Kept out
49 Dixie city
50 Dwelling
units: Abbr.
51 Surety bond
52---· Royale
53 Make dirty
55 Hurting
56 Greek letters
57 Terminal
59 Pouch
60 Aberdeen's
river

•

i

Ladie's & Men's

4.

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down Central
available, Apartment includes modern kitchen.
Lounge, restaurant Ill. swimming pool on premises.
12901 Central NE. 299·0434. 12/2
LUXURY I bdrm. apt. unfurnished, Bus. Swimming
pool. Non-smokers. Credit references. Deposit.
Rental agreement. $225.00 mo. Inc. utilities. Helen,
265·1584 after 5 p.m. Furnished room, $95.00
mo. 10125
FULLY CARPETED I bdrm. Private carport.
$50.00. Dike to UNM. 262·1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00 fee. 10/26
MINUTES TO. UNM, 2 bdrm., patio; kids, pets
welcome. $135.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 10/26
WALK TO CLASS. Carpeted I bdrm., $120.00. 262·
1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee. 10/26

20o/o
Off

men's
shop

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following Classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
times(s) beginning
. , under the heading
Lobo
3. Services;
· 4. Housing;
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say· it
in a Big Way!!

•

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30 P.J\11.
Monday thru Friday

EncloSP.d $ - - - Placed bY--~-- TelephOne

J

•

Marron Hall; Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Me'xico 87131

•

